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All of Illverness thrummed with the dirge of souls slinking
through the winding cobbled paths of that great Underworld capital.
Veins of ethereal blue led forlorn wanderers towards the pulsating hub
of the afterlife where those newly awakened mourners, welcomed to
solace by the Alltaker, took their first twitching, confused steps. Kindly fostermurden met them at the edge of this unfamiliar existence,
offering their ghostly guidance to those disoriented former mortals
who were filled to the brim with potential to turn the tides in the
never-ending Celestial struggle. They would know soon enough the
truth of the universe. The older souls who had already become accustomed to the way of this world moved about in their familiar patterns,
becoming echoes of themselves as they prepared for Death’s righteous
fight to come.
In every corner of the Underworld, even the most broobish mourner knew to part the way for Death’s Valkyrie, Kier, as
she returned from the dance with Heaven and Hell. Urchins traded
truthless whispers about her, but even the foolhardiest voices lost their
nerve as she passed and the knotted scars at her shoulder blades twisted, sinewy muscle showing strength where weak wings once grew. Not
a single tongue dared to call her a fallen angel- she was a risen warrior,
and she commanded fear as the First Sword of Death.
Kier stalked through the musty slum streets, the glow of
Daer-Gholl casting frightful shadows across her visage as she made
her way towards Higst Athenaeum, the great hall of knowledge. A
slack-jawed demon’s head swung at her side, dripping its hellish pus
from where her weapon had liberated the fiend’s neck from its body.
Jagged, horrid bone growths erupted from the gnarled, bloodshot face,

the skin of which paled in comparison to the flush of sanguine hues
roiling beneath Kier’s skin. One of its misshapen horns scraped the
pavement, announcing the Valkyrie’s approach with harsh dissonance
while her levitating sword Bitter Edge trailed behind her, a steadfast,
silent companion in her travels.
For as grand as the Higst Athenaeum was, it was hardly fit
to host the centrality of the Spirit Faction. Wandering minds would
easily be lost here among the infinite tomes filled equally with works
of great intelligence and the recorded prattling of blozems. And
though these halls were deep with dusted volumes, the pristine private
libraries of the Bone Faction could make this repository of knowledge
seem just as unfocused and disorderly as the philosophical faction that
called it home.
Entering the hallowed place where much unread parchment made its final home, Kier passed legions of mawkish librovosts
shifting the endless contents of one shelf to another. She wound her
way through the labyrinthine bookcases, managing only to knock
one stack of texts with the errant demon’s horns at hip. She herself
looked like quite the wayward devil skulking into the athenaeum, the
battle-rage she held in her heart apparent by the reddened depths of
her complexion. A storm churned behind the brow of her monstrous
mask while its mandibles framed either side of her face, dangling and
swaying like the grinding jaws of a famished beast. A few skeletal
bookbearers mindlessly parted the way as Kier passed, the floating
sword and Celestial trophy in tow. The library’s attendants kept fixed
to their tasks as if nothing more than a moment’s breeze had rustled
them.
Kier walked with sharp determination through the library, her
shoulders hunched forward as she prepared to seek out her wizened
mentor- or whatever wisps of her could be found today. It was well
past time to discuss the Spirit Faction’s strategy for showing strength
in the battles to come. Their visibility- or lack thereof, considering
the more indistinct, ethereal constitution of most of the faction- was
weighing quite heavily on her mind.
Emerging from the main hall of Higst Athenaeum, Kier
approached a tower of stacked black stones- one of the many solitary

studies nestled within the mazelike walls surrounding her. The steeple
before her was nondescript and rather shapeless, contrasted completely
by the towering buttresses of Voxxingard on the horizon beyond. The
ornate and meticulously erected bastion of Bone was precise and cutting, but utterly rigid and inflexible. Its yellowed exterior shone with
brightness filtered from just beyond the Veil- for as calculated and
restrained as she could be, temperance was not a word with which the
Great Osteomancer had properly acquainted herself.
In an even more distant borough of the necropolis, the
creeping castle of Flesh known as Cryptus Akohr writhed with a
carnal flourish upon which the Queen of the Dead prided herself. It
moved about unsettlingly and Kier did not deign to look upon it for
very long. Every inch of the churning temple screamed of excess and
reeked of luxurious decay that could be smelled like necromank from
the Wallows. Even that chittering chronicler fool Malavestros had the
whole of HushHyde in which to roam and cackle madly to himself
about Death’s grand schemes. And yet this small spire, which had no
ambitions to even pierce the swirling gloom of the skies above, was the
reclusive spot from which Ellianastis had chosen to guide her faction.
An overstuffed library was the place for mindless readers, not astute
leaders.
Kier ascended the curling staircase of the tower, the faint
sound of her bare footfalls overshadowed by the clatter of demon horn
striking stone. She thrust open the aged wooden door at the top of the
structure and entered.
“I know you are here, Shadeweaver,” Kier declared to a rather
empty room. There was a lone wooden table, and a bookcase carved
out of some sort of dappled sheetrock. The tomes lining its shelves
were rotted at the spines and dirtied at the corners- untouched, unread, and yet somehow completely understood. No fleshly beings had
been here in quite some time, however the touches of spiritmandering
were all about the space. Kier removed her skeletal mask, cradling it in
an open palm as she extended her other hand, beckoning Bitter Edge
into her grasp. “Come out. I have news of the world past your nose.
Reports from the borders of the battleground.”
She examined the inner lining of the mask’s faceplate, holding

it aloft and counting the notches within the decorative horned skull.
Any sense of self-importance she had for her sheer volume of calculated kills was quickly replaced by the overwhelming sense of duty that
drove her to slaughter those stinking Celestials in the first place. She
added another line to the total, scraping metal against the porous surface to account for the life freshly taken. This grim visage, she swore to
herself, would come to be the bane of every host of Heaven and Hellif any of those who looked upon her face lived long enough to truly
understand the fear it instilled.
There would be no rest, no taking pride in her work until the
Alltaker overcame their infernal and angelic oppressors. As Death’s
first sword, Kier knew he would rely on her strength in the war to
come. She savored the thought of carving the mark of her angelic
sister’s defeat into the mask. There would not be enough bone in all
the Council of Osteomancy upon which to tally the Valkyrie’s victims
once this battle had been won.
After she relinquished her hold on the hovering blade, she
placed the mask down on the table. The room remained in silence,
but not in stillness. A presence was stirring just beyond the confines
of corporeality, but there was no telling if the Oracle would actually
make herself known at this time. Kier spoke out again. “Modrie, if
you are not all together today, I will return to the-”
A hand gently wrapped Kier’s shoulder as several long, pointed fingers manifested against the warrior’s collarbone. “All together,
now that you are here!” a disembodied voice exclaimed. “For how
could I be both together and alone at the same time?”
From beneath the ghostly hand, the red pigments of Kier’s
skin crept up her shoulders like a blush. She tried to shrug off the Oracle’s grasp, and the vibrations of distant laughter shook the vacuous
space. A second hand materialized before Kier, palm outstretched.
Small tendrils of that beautiful, ethereal blue energy danced off the
fingertips. “I am with you, truly, as I am without you and all about
you.”
Kier looked away from the hands, locking her gaze with a
pair of glassy eyes that began to coalesce between her and the door. A
lopsided smile arced its way beneath the eyes and then the figure of

the Oracle of the Underworld fully took shape before her. The skirts
of her gown flowed as if gently rustled by the wind, and the tendrils of
her gossamer cerulean hair each seemed to have a different destination
in mind. “Heeerrrre and therrrre,” Ellianastis crooned as she appeared.
“And everywherrre, for Spirit has no-”
“-No true resting place,” Kier said monotonously, as she had
heard the creed stated many times over. She lowered her voice, “Except for this endless library, it would seem.”
“I see you are taking my words to heart.” Ellianastis said with
pride, ignoring her adopted ward’s grumbling. “I sense your head is
present on your shoulders, but your mind is in another place. Where
might you have left it? Is it here?” She gestured to the mask, whose
hollowed, eyeless face had a diminished presence lying against a table
instead of resting with stately horns against Kier’s forehead.
Though the Valkyrie could now see her mentor-Modrie clearly, the true essence of Ellianastis had a way of completely eluding her.
Kier repeated the adages about the path of Spirit, but the words had
yet to completely take hold of her. She gazed ahead at the Oracle. The
woman’s form was constantly in motion, and yet paradoxically seemed
to possess a great air of tranquility about her all at once.
Kier untied the demon’s head from where it was held at her
hips, its shaggy, matted mass of hair wrapped tightly with a woven
cord. Her fingers worked at the knot until it yielded, and she placed
her spoils down onto the nearby table. She then stood unarmed in
the center of the room, save for Bitter Edge as it hovered protectively
nearby, always within arm’s reach. Kier kept her hands beside her as
she opened herself to Ellianastis’s overwhelming presence.
“I felled this demon today,” she explained of the cadaverous
trophy. “A deserter wandering the edge of the wastes. The stinking gyre will not miss him in all of its disorder, and I will let those
blight-feathered angels mistake my victory for their own- it will only
make them easier prey when I next strike up the sword.”
If the Valkyrie had been expecting praise for the accomplishment, she did not receive it. Her mentor did not respond. Silence
filled the space and the haunted sword caught a stray beam of light on
its blade, casting a dancing reflection through the ephemeral Ellianastis onto the wall behind her.

In this pause, Kier squared her shoulders and continued, “The
Alltaker’s armies are safe for now. The Celestials are too caught up in
their own messes to notice our strengthening numbers. They left a
number of venerable mortal souls broken and bent on battlefield, and
I don’t doubt those worms will make fine allies…once they adjust to
their new stations in the Underworld.” As she spoke, Kier recalled
finding new purpose by the Alltaker’s plans, saving her from a more
unseemly fate. It would be just as such for the rebellion’s new recruits,
given proper guidance.
Ellianastis finally looked away from Kier, extending an arm to
the forsaken bookshelf. “And I take it that you are pleased with your
work?”
One particularly dreary looking tome was buoyed into the
Oracle’s grasp, where it hovered just above her hand, the pages flickering past as the woman browsed for some particular verse or another.
Death’s troubled daughter got the sense that the knowledge in those
crumbling volumes was but quaintness to the mind of her mental
mentor.
“I will not be pleased until I have seen to it that every last
host of those damnable armies has bitten the blade of my sword.
Until I have proved to the Hollowfather that his trust in me was not
misplaced,” Kier said. Bitter Edge, emboldened, drew nearer to the
warrior as she flexed her dirtied toes on the floor, watching as her
mentor stared at nothing of importance. What was so interesting
about this accursed room? What secrets to overthrowing the Celestials could possibly be inside of that book? There was rebellion rising
and all Ellianastis could do was look everywhere but to the matters at
hand.
“Oracle, both the Queen and the Chancellor perceive Spirit
to be fickle and formless. I have oft heard the followers of Flesh craft
such fine names for me as runtrix, and Xiall on more than one occasion has called me the Hollowfather’s brat to the elders of her council.
They perceive me… perceive us as small and ineffectual. We are considered the faction whose figurehead cannot even keep her own head
tethered to her shoulders,” the Valkyrie said, balling her fists as the red
pigments of her skin flared as high as her ears.

After great contemplative pause, Ellianastis clapped her four
hands together and spoke. “Is that all? Well, then I am relieved!”
Kier cleared her throat, grunting in frustration at the Oracle’s
flippant response. She moved her head and found that Ellianastis had
once again completely dematerialized, though she could still sense
the woman’s presence and hear her speech clearly. The tattered book
returned to the shelf by a hand unseen.
“Perception- a funny thing. The eyes and the mind fighting
to tell you the better lie,” Ellianastis said as she flickered back into
sight. One pair of her ghostly arms reached up, pulling her head from
where it hovered above her shoulders. Another pair of hands trailed
their fingers over her face, plucking the shimmering light from her eye
sockets, holding two silvery orbs between spindly thumbs and forefingers. She presented these blinking spheres to Kier while that strange
and whimsical grin once more crept over the face cradled in her other
arms. “Today I perceive you as a lovely shade of glistening gold with
green stripes. Tell me, Kier, is that correct?”
“There is a difference between not understanding the truth
and being outright unwilling to admit it,” Kier contested, crossing her
arms defiantly. “You know this.”
“Ah, but what is truth? Who determines the truth? And whose
truth is the truest? Is it what you see? What you know? Perhaps there
are truths that cannot yet be seen by eyes such as ours.”
The Valkyrie longed to once more don her mask and take up
her weapon in hand, if only to feel less disarmed and stripped bare by
the ghostly woman’s strange lines of thought. It was increasingly difficult for her to maintain eye contact with Ellianastis’s fluttering form.
Even her suspended sword twitched with an uncertainty of focus, as if
trying to predict the strike of an unknowable adversary. At any given
moment Kier could barely see the woman as she was, and now there
was this talk of deeper perception?
“My sweet child, what is your truth?”
“It is the path of Spirit, under the generous hand of the
Alltaker. I rebuke Heaven’s rigid rule and Hell’s morphic insanity,
just as I break from the constant contortions of Bone and the feeble
reformations of Flesh. The void of Spirit gives me new purpose in

the Underworld,” Kier said, though she felt it was more the answer
that the leader of Spirit had wished to hear rather than her earnest
response. She steadied her breathing, trying to clear her crowded
thoughts, if only to perhaps clarify her own perception of the matter.
Ellianastis was not quite satisfied. Her sightless face frowned,
and her brows knit in concern. The hands holding her eyes were
closed into fists now resting at her hips. “No, no. Kier, what is your
truth? Why do you fight?”
“Modrie, did I come here simply to be questioned?”
“Only if I am here simply to be answered,” the Oracle replied.
With swiftness she began to reassemble herself, returning her eyes to
their sockets and her head to its buoyant perch above the nothingness of her neck. “Thankfully, I am in a listening mood. Speak freely,
dearest.”
“In the Hollowfather’s coming war, I fight to protect the
Underworld. I also fight to overcome the strangling grip of the Celestials- can I not serve two purposes with one sword?”
Ellianastis’s ghostly gaze looked more focused for the first
time since Kier had arrived in the library’s tower. A tempest of complex emotions swirled in her eyes, veiled only by the sheen of spiritual
essence that curled off her form like tongues of smoke. Her head’s
swaying rhythm slowed, weighted by heavy thoughts.
“Ah, but, Kier… You named only one purpose- fighting.
Fighting to protect or to overthrow is fighting all the same,” the
woman said, her tone softening. “But what a revelation for a sword to
usher in sorely needed compassion rather than righteous bloodshed.”
Kier tensed her back in apprehension. Her twisted, purpled
scars twitched along her shoulders while her face worked to betray
her frustration. Bitter Edge hung as still as a held breath. Ellianastis
talked so much, it was no wonder her body was constantly trying to
float away from her head. And now she spoke of kindness for their
enemies? It would surely be a waste of all of the Alltaker’s efforts if his
amassed armies showed their bellies on the battlefield after such carefully planned efforts. “Compassion from the Underworld will only be
met with cruelty from the Celestials. They would immediately sense
our weakness.”

“Just as you met the compassion of the Alltaker with your
own cruelty as a babe, yes?”
Kier stiffened as her infancy was called into question- she was
too impure for order, too unyielding for chaos. The child neither warring realm wanted, flung from the embrace of her heavenly home like
a broken bauble of no consequence. In truth, she learned that day that
angelic fires burned just as hotly as those in the hellscape they fought
against.
“Perhaps there is unmeasured strength in acts of softness,” Ellianastis proffered, putting a spindly finger under the young woman’s
chin. “And that is why my sisters see Spirit as ineffectual. They do not
know our truth, our strength. To embrace Spirit is to open yourself to
observing the reality of things- where others may perceive you outwardly as an angel, I can see what lies within.”
The Oracle’s free hands reached for the discarded demon’s
head and lifted it with reverence. Closing her ever-moving eyes, the
wispy woman bowed her head to the creature, whose own bloodshot
eyeballs were rolled into its sockets, exposing creeping veins beneath
the surface. Heavy drops of blackening blood passed through Ellianastis’s form, narrowly missing her skirts and thudding dully on the
floor. “If it took your defeat to teach us this lesson, then I thank you,
dearest demon,” she spoke to the lifeless face, its tongue lolling out as
she held it closer to her phantom form. “I should have liked to know
your name, if you had one. Perhaps in another time, we could have
been allies.”
Kier’s apprehension faded from her shoulders and was replaced with a curiosity as the sanguine red tone drained beneath her
neck, like a gauge of lessening pressure. Ellianastis’s very presence had
a way of influencing the emotions of her fellow followers of Spirit.
Her Modrie’s words were soft and sweet, a bit airy as they danced
through Kier’s ears and echoed in her mind.
The young Valkyrie did not necessarily agree with the exhausting, winding wordplay of the Oracle, but she was struck by the
thought that were circumstances different, it could have been her own
severed head cradled bleeding between the hands of one of Death’s
most trusted allies. And even still she thought of Exraile, who had seen

both the lofty heights of Heaven and the burning pits of Hell, and yet
how faithfully the Queen welcomed him into her ever-changing cadre
of champions. No less than twice had the strange compassion of the
Court brought a former Celestial into the fold, and no one would dare
to think them any weaker for it.
Then, just as suddenly as the room had calmed, Ellianastis
snapped once again to activity. The demon’s head was placed back
on the table, and the warrior’s mentor began to drift apart into wispy
limbs that pulled themselves back together in an embrace around the
Valkyrie, emitting a blue puff of spiritual essence in her wake. Two
hands clapped Kier’s shoulders, the other two cupping her face. The
young warrior shook herself to attention, pulling back from the reverie
of unseen fates into the reality of the present.
“Sharpen your mind on a wit-stone and disarm your enemies
with a keen sense of kindness. The bite of a blade is nothing when
matched with a sword you drive right into the heart of the matter,”
the spectral Shadeweaver said. “For it is a weapon they cannot perceive
but will surely feel!”
Ellianastis giggled and Kier sensed the vibrations of her spirit
as her mentor released the Valkyrie from her grasp. The door to the
room swung open unaided, and the ghostly woman glided outside to
the black tower’s balcony without so much as beckoning her companion. Still, the Valkyrie followed, leaving everything behind but the
dutiful Bitter Edge.
In the rippling skies above, clouds were lit with soundless
streaks of purple light. The burning brightness flashed only for a moment before fading back out of view, allowing the glow of etherea to
bathe the skyline once more. Ellianastis looked upward, eyes flickering
with the same colorful hues of Illverness around them. Her lips were
slightly parted as a gaze filled with wonder overtook her features. Kier
found that she could not follow her mentor into that same mental
space, so seemingly carefree, yet occupied by deep thoughts stirring
beyond the realm of consciousness. It was difficult for the warrior to
be anything but strictly alert, prepared to lash out against any threat
to the safety of the Underworld.
“I do so enjoy speaking my mind with you, Kier,” the Oracle

said, still focused on the billowing clouds overhead. “My mind is perhaps where my best thoughts come from.”
“And the rest of the things you say are completely out of your
mind,” Kier replied good-naturedly, resting her forearms on the stone
wall before them. She allowed her shoulders to relax, though she kept
a guard up around her thoughts. The blood-like pigments beneath her
skin had calmed in the presence of her respected companion, subdued as the Valkyrie no longer found a lust for bloodshed fueling her
frustrations.
“Whose truth is truest?” Ellianastis said once more, arching
her brow. “The Celestial brood thrives on duality, on that great lie that
there are only two existences. Those that are, and those that are not.
Heaven above and Hell below. Law and chaos both believing themselves the better order of the world. Even my sisters live in restricted
thought- that all belongs to one of three factions. But by this definition, a faction is either their own or their opposition, when truthfully,
we are all so much more. Such narrow thoughts are quite exhausting!”
Kier nodded in agreement, her own thoughts moving to the
three factions and their figureheads. For as untethered as Ellianastis
could seem, was her soporific philosophy any worse than Xiall’s inflexible mind or Gethsemoni’s capricious whims? The dead queen bore
the literal and symbolic crown of motherhood, though for all of her
graces she executed that maternal duty with terrific imperfection. And
the Great Osteomancer would, by all definitions, command the same
level of familial accordance as her mentor-Modrie, though their relation utterly devoid of that same tenderness and affection the Valkyrie
felt in the Oracle’s presence.
It truly was the vast and limitless void of Spirit that gave Kier
a freedom to do and to be many things, including her imperfect self.
If the other women had their way, she surely would have been rejected
as incorrigible Celestial brood unworthy of Death’s courtesy. But the
Oracle… at least she was willing to see things from all sides, however
long that might take in her meditations.
Still, Kier’s concerns over the visibility of the faction sat in the
back of her mind. While it might not be critical to win the approval
of the squabbling scions of Flesh and Bone, it was important that

mourners throughout the Underworld understood that even Spirit
had its place in Death’s righteous uprising- whether or not they could
see it plainly.
“Ah! Look at that,” Ellianastis exclaimed, interrupting the
Valkyrie’s thoughts. “I seem to have my proper sight returned- I now
perceive you to be a much more tranquil and enlightened hue, and I
must say it suits you well. But again, that is only what I can see outwardly, though I do sense the swirling storm inside of you has found
its own eye.”
Kier straightened, pushing herself away from the balcony’s
edge. “You do have a way of seeing things before others realize it for
themselves,” she said, though her mentor did not seem to be fully
listening. The Valkyrie knew that if Ellianastis wished to see beneath
the surface of any soul or spirit, very few wills could resist her mysterious, cutting sight. If anyone knew the deepest truths that all mourners
kept close to their breasts, it was the great Oracle, though she did
not use this knowledge for selfish, personal gain. And though Kier
assumed to know her Modrie’s purpose, even the truth of her ultimate
service to the Alltaker was elusive, unknown to all but Ellianastis and
the Dark Shepherd himself.
After a pause, the ghostly guardian floated towards the uneven
steps descending the tower, a hand lightly passing over Kier’s shoulder.
“If you would like to perhaps join me, I am going to have a talkaround and ponder through the gardens. I never mind having company, especially when company is on my mind.”
Kier bowed her head respectfully, lifting it and meeting her
mentor’s eyes with a lightness that had not yet been seen of the warrior this day. “I appreciate your offer, Modrie, truly, but I think you
have given me much to meditate on for the moment. Wander and
wonder at your leisure.”
The Oracle simply nodded, pleased enough. She began to depart, pausing briefly at a new thought. “Ah! Do give the demon’s head
to the archaneaists on the way out,” Ellianastis hummed. “More heads
are better than none. I am sure they would welcome the opportunity
to perceive it for their studies.” She then dismissed herself into mist,
leaving Kier and Bitter Edge alone at the top of the stone landing.

The Valkyrie lingered there, watching to see if she could catch
any glimpses of Ellianastis on her descent, but her essence was wholly
scattered and unseen. Another silent stripe of lightning illuminated
Illverness, casting both shadows and elucidation across the land of the
dead. Once contented with her solitary contemplation, Kier entered
the study to collect her things.
For the first time since she had arrived, the air in the place
was well and truly still. No wisps of the wise elder spirit remained,
though she would surely return after having her fill of fluttering
thoughts in one of Higst Athenaeum’s many hidden alcoves.
Kier donned her mask, and before taking up the severed
demon head, the warrior crept nimbly to the shelf of crumbling
volumes. Bitter Edge floated closely, curiously, behind its master, as
if they both were stealing a glance at something forbidden. Dark red
fingertips grabbed the spine of the decomposing book Ellianastis had
perused earlier and upon flipping the front cover open, Kier noticed
that the yellowed pages within were entirely blank. There was no
discernable knowledge or even a scratch of recorded idiocy written
here. “Of course,” she muttered, replacing the tome and collecting her
remaining things.
As she returned to the main halls of the Maledictory, Kier
found the first librovost whose arms were not piled high with bound
books and tightly tied scrolls. “You there, Longscrawl. Take this,” she
said, holding out the demon’s head as she gripped it by the hair.
The gaunt-faced scholar approached the thing with great
concentration. One of the woman’s three spindly arms pulled back her
tangled silver hair, another hand adjusting purely decorative eyeglasses
on her ridged nose. The third hand curiously, carefully grabbed the
severed head. “Th-thank you, Kier. My, he’s a nasty brute, is he not?
Beautiful teeth.”
Kier nodded curtly. “Well, looks can deceive. He was not so
fearsome when I saw him from the opposite end of my sword.” She
observed Longscrawl’s wide-eyed interest, recalling the Oracle’s own
enquiring expressions in their exchange. The warrior needed to leave
the library well before she lost her own mind here, for there was no
telling where it would eventually be found. She wondered what the

next demon’s face would look like if she could find it within herself to
combat their enemies with kindness as Ellianastis had instructed. Kier
cleared her throat and dismissed the scholar. “Very good then. Study it
well and perhaps we may learn some of the secrets hiding beneath the
surface of these vexing Celestials.”
Longscrawl nodded and eagerly carried the specimen off into
the halls, presumably to be pored over and wrung out of all its interesting information. Kier straightened, watching the woman disappear
behind the endless array of shelves. Once her form faded completely
into the mustier depths of the hall, the warrior turned and traced her
way back out of Higst Athenaeum, her posture and countenance eased
of some of the weight she had initially carried with her into the sanctum.
As she stepped back into the uneven cobbled concourse of
the Underworld’s capital city, Kier squared her shoulders and held
her chin up, casting down a stern gaze out from behind her horned
guise. Bitter Edge straightened as her spine did, outwardly proud, its
silver surface glinting with the ethereal light of Daer-Gholl once more.
Shambling mourners who passed in the street paused out of respect,
or perhaps fear, as the First Sword of Death walked the road, bearing
the customary mien of strength and stoicism about her.
The disappearing act may have worked for Ellianastis, but as
the more corporeal champion of the Spirit Faction, Kier had to maintain appearances, after all.
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